Abstract. In this paper we present a new family of rules for numerical integration. This family has up to half the error of the widely used Newton-Cotes rules when a sufficient number of points is evaluated and also much better numerical stability for high orders. These rules can be written as the midpoint rule with a correction term, providing a straightforward and computationally cheap way to obtain error estimations. The rules are interpolatory and use evenly spaced points, which makes them well suited for many practical applications. Their major potential disadvantage is the use of points outside the integration interval.
1. Introduction. Numerical integration is one of the most basic procedures used when tackling practical problems in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. Although there are many well established techniques for numerical integration [3] , some improvements have been suggested throughout the years [4, 5, 8, 10] .
A straightforward way to improve the accuracy of existing quadrature rules is the use of endpoint corrections [9, 11] . Much research has been done on deriving endpoint corrections for the trapezoidal rule, but we feel that the midpoint rule has been somewhat neglected. It has the same order of accuracy and is arguably slightly more precise than the former for polynomial behaving functions. Indeed, the error of the midpoint rule for . In this paper, we present a new family of integration rules, which can be written in the form of end-point corrections of arbitrary order for the midpoint rule. These rules were derived with three main principles in mind:
1. the use of interpolatory polynomials; 2. the use of points outside the integration interval; 3. the overlapping of these points, yielding end-point like correction terms. We think these rules compare favorably to Newton-Cotes' rules. They have less error when a large number of function evaluations are used and better numerical stability. Furthermore, as they can be presented as correction formulae, the correction term yields a good heuristic for a priori error estimation, with only very few function evaluations.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we derive the new family of integration rules, starting with a didactic and intuitive derivation of the three point rule in order to convey the spirit of the new rules to the reader. The derivation is then generalized to a rule with an arbitrary number of points, which is then particularized to yield a five point rule, as we feel this result could be most useful for practical applications. In section 3, we derive an error formula based on Peano's theory 1 for the general rule. The formula thus derived proves that the n point rule is also of nth f (x) Third order quadrature rule. f (x) is approximated by p 2 (x), which is the interpolating polynomial constructed from points −h, 0, h. p 2 (x) is integrated from −h/2 to h/2 in order to approximate the integral of
order, hence justifying the use of the expression "nth order rule" instead of "n point rule" in section titles. In section 4, we tackle the rules' limitation of using points outside the integration interval by providing two alternatives for the third order case. Only one of them requires the use of derivatives, and even then they need only be evaluated at the endpoints. Section 5 analyses the main results of this paper, including a comparison with the widely used Simpson's rule and heuristics for error estimation. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusions of this paper. We also included several numerical examples in Appendix A.
2. New quadrature rules.
2.1. Derivation of a third order rule. We can approximate the function f by constructing a polynomial from a central point f (0) and two symmetric side points f (−h) and f (h), h ∈ R, as show in Figure 2 .1. Using Lagrange's interpolation formula [1] , we get
It is easy to check that p 2 (x) and f (x) assume the same values in all three interpolation points. If we assume p 2 as an approximation of f (x), the integral over the small interval [−h/2, h/2] can then be written as
Using this formula in all sub-intervals of the form [a + ih, a + (i + 1)h], i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, we get the composite rule where h b−a N is the step of integration, N is the number of points in which f was evaluated, and a and b are the integration limits (see Figure 2 .2). Equation (2.3) can be rewritten as
where
is the midpoint rule using N − 2 points in the interval [a, b], and (2.6)
24 can be seen as a correction term to the midpoint rule.
2.2.
Derivation of an arbitrary order rule. Extending the reasoning of the previous section, we can evaluate f (x) in a central point and n − 1 symmetrically distributed side points, f (x k ), x k = kh, k = −n, . . . ,n, wheren n−1 2 (see Figure 2 .3). We can then construct the following interpolating polynomial of degree n − 1
where, by Lagrange's formula,
, we can evaluate the integral (2.9) Denoting this result as the quadrature rule L n , we have
where the normalized weights w n k , considering (2.8), are given by
In terms of the normalized variable u x h , we can write
For the n point rule derived above, the related N point composite rule is
This time, the correction term ∆ n usesn function evaluations outside the integration interval andn points within the interval. The weighted function evaluations outside the interval are added to the midpoint rule and the weighted function evaluations inside the interval are subtracted.
Fifth order rule.
A particular result can be obtained from the previous section by setting n = 5:
This simple rule can then be composed to yield
where N is the number of points considered by the rule, M N −4 (f ) is again the midpoint rule, and the correction term takes the form
3. Integration error.
3.1. Notation. For this section, a brief reminder of the used notation is in order. In this paper, n stands for the number of points used in the simple quadrature rule, which, as seen in subsection 2.2 is always odd. Due to the symmetry of this rule family, it is convenient to definen = n−1 2 . Finally, N stands for the total number of points used by a composite rule.
Furthermore, we will denote a quadrature rule by the letter L and the exact definite integral by the cursive letter L . A superscript will be used to indicate the number of points of the simple rule from which L was derived, and a subscript will indicate the total number of points used by L, since it may be composite. For example, the notation L n N stands for the N point composite rule derived from the n point simple rule. The integration error is defined as R n N L n N − L . In order to simplify the notation, for simple rules we will drop the superscript so that L n L n n .
Error formula derivation.
We begin by reminding ourselves that L n is an interpolatory rule, so it is exact for polynomials of degree n − 1 and bellow. In fact, we will prove that it is exact for polynomials of degree n as well, by introducing Definition 3.1 and then proceeding to prove Lemma 3.2.
Definition 3.1. We say that an integration rule is symmetric if and only if, for all weights
and for all function evaluation points
For the proposed quadrature rules, it is easy to see that x k = −x −k , since x i kh. Moreover, from equation (2.12), substituting the dummy variables u and i for −u and −i respectively, and using multiplication's commutativity, we have
Thus the proposed quadrature rules are symmetric We can also prove the following result for symmetric interpolatory quadrature rules Lemma 3.2. A n point symmetric interpolatory rule L n is exact for polynomials of up to degree n, i.e.
where Π n is the set of polynomials of degree n.
Proof. Since L n is interpolatory and uses n points, it is, by construction, exact for all polynomials of degree n − 1 or less. We will now prove that this is also the case for polynomials of degree n. As usual, we definen
The first term argument is a polynomial of degree 2n = n − 1 and the rule is interpolatory, so R 2n+1 n i=0 a 2i x 2i = 0.
The second term can be expanded as
is odd and L is symmetric, both terms in this equation are zero.
Since our quadrature rules are symmetric and interpolatory, Lemma 3.2 applies. This result allows the integration error to be derived by means of the Peano's theory. Following the procedure suggested by David Ferguson [7, example (b) ], the integration error is
provided that f is at least n + 1 times differentiable.
A simple variable substitution allows R n to be computed in any arbitrary interval
where w i are the n normalized weights.
Since the rule is exact for polynomials up to degree n, we can drop those when expanding the terms in u
This allows us to define the normalized integration error
which is constant for a given rule. This result is valid in general for any rule with error given by (3.2) with fixed number of steps per integration interval.
The integration error can now be written as
This proves that the n point simple quadrature rule is indeed of nth order, that is, it integrates polynomials of degree up to n exactly.
3.3.
Integration error of the composite rule. The composite rule is derived from applying the simple rule to M sub-intervals, one for each step. Therefore its error is given by
ξ is in a radius h ball centered in each integration point. The integration step is given by h = b−a M . We can rewrite (3.7) as
Substituting h,
Note that the simple nth order rule uses one point inside each integration step and n− 1 points outside. Since the points outside the interval are also used by one or more neighboring steps, the composite rule uses n − 1 points outside the full integration interval, namely (n − 1)/2 points before the beginning and (n − 1)/2 points after the end. In addition to that, one point for each step is used. Therefore the total number of points is given by N = M + n − 1. Solving for M , we have
Substituting this result in (3.12), we have our final error formula,
4. Modified rules.
4.1. Formulae using only points in the integration interval. The major disadvantage of the family of rules presented so far in relation to the traditional Newton-Cotes family is that the former uses points outside the integration interval: in some cases these points may simply not be available for evaluation. Nevertheless, a simple adaptation of the end-steps can avoid this issue entirely. The modification will be derived here only for the third order rule for brevity, but the reader will find it easy to apply the same reasoning to any other case.
This modification consists on modifying the interpolating polynomial of the endsteps in such a fashion to evaluate the end-point instead of the point outside the integration interval, as shown in Figure 4 .1 for the first step.
In order to simplify the derivation for the first step, we define the auxiliary variable
Doing so is equivalent to assuming, without loss of generality, that a + 1 2 h is the origin and that the integration step is unitary. The interpolating polynomial p 2 (u) is
Integrating, we have The result for the last step is symmetrical to 4.3, i.e.
Finally, for the remaining steps, the usual (2.1) rule is used, i.e.
(4.5)
Summing (4.3)-(4.5), we get the final rule
This modified rule is still of third order, since it is symmetric and interpolatory in a stepwise sense. The proof for this more general 2 case is entirely analogous to that made in Lemma 3.2.
Formulae using endpoint derivatives.
Another related integration formula can be derived by a similar reasoning, but using end-point derivatives instead of points outside the integration interval. This formula was derived by [12] , albeit with a different reasoning.
As a motivation, consider the third order correction term
Assuming a small h, we have
Now we will show that the correction term ∆ ′ 3 summed to the midpoint rule yields a third order integration rule. Assume f : [−h/2, h/2] → R differentiable with a continuous derivative. Approximate it by a quadratic polynomial p 2 (x) such that p
Integrating p 2 (x), we get (4.9)
This rule can be readily composed to yield
Notice that the derivatives taken inside the integration interval cancel out nicely. One interesting property of the correction term ∆ ′ 3 is that it can be used to estimate the integration step for a given error a priori. If we take the correction term to be an approximation of the error, denotedR, the integration step for a desired amount of error should be
Results and discussion.
In Appendix A we show several practical results of the application of the rules derived in a set of representative functions selected mostly from [2] .
In general, the third order and the derivative rule compare favorably to Simpson's rule, which is used as a benchmark. The modified third order rule with no points outside the integration interval and no use of derivatives, derived in subsection 4.1, also has errors on par with Simpson's rule. Table 5 .1 shows the tabulated rule weights for the proposed rules up to ninth order. The presence of negative weights starting from the fifth order rule suggests that these rules might become numerically unstable as you increase the order, but that is not the case. Figure 5 .1 shows that the sum of weights apparently has asymptotic behavior with an asymptote smaller than 1.1. Further testing has shown that this behavior holds at least up to 420 th order, while the sum of weights for Newton-Cotes formulae diverges exponentially.
The general results obtained for integration error in section 3 can be particularized. For the third and fifth order rule we get the following error formulae for the 
and for the composite rules
For the derivative rule, subsection 4.2, we have
counting the derivative evaluations as function evaluations. It is slightly better than the regular third order rule. We also show values of the normalized integration errorR n for rules up to ninth rule in Table 5 .2
Error formula comparison with Newton-Cotes integration rules.
In order to compare the family of rule presented herein with Newton-Cotes rules in an analytical manner, it is interesting to consider both error formulae in a common framework. For that we define the global normalized integration error aŝ
where n and M retain their meaning of rule order and number sub-intervals respectively, a and b are the integration bounds, and ξ ∈ [a−(n−2)h/2, b+(n−2)h/2] in the general case, or more strictly ξ ∈ [a, b] for Newton-Cotes rules.R n is the normalized integration error, as defined in (3.5). From (3.12),
We should also write the global normalized integration error as function of the number of points evaluated rather than number of sub-intervals. This is because the number of sub-intervals is N − 1 for Newton-Cotes rules, while it is N − (n − 1) for the family of rules presented here. Substituting M in (5.8) and dropping the super and subscripts, we haveR
SinceR is constant for a given rule with known order and number of points used, it can be used as a figure of merit to access the relative errors between rules of the same order.
In particular, for the third order rule, |R| = In Figure 5 .3, we show, for rules up to eleventh order, the asymptotic error constant ratio as well as the initial error ratio (5.14)
When the rule order is increased, the asymptotic error ratio,R r∞ , decreases, and it is always less than one. Using the proposed rules is therefor advantageous when evaluating a large number of points. In fact, the number of points at which these rules start performing better than their Newton-Cotes pairs, N * , is relatively small and increases moderately with the rule order. In a single step, on the other hand, the initial error ratio C r0 is very big and shows that Newton-Cotes rules perform much better in this scenario. For this reason, the use of the proposed rules with less than N * points is strongly disadvised.
Error estimation.
In Figure 5 .4, we show the performance of the correction term ∆ 3 as a predictor of the midpoint rule's error. It is mostly accurate within a 15% deviation and tends to overestimate the error. For the 3 rd order rule, it grossly overestimates the error. The exception is for function 14, which is periodic and integrated in its period, meaning that ∆ 3 is zero and so it loses its worthiness as an error estimate. This is expected as low order interpolatory rules are very accurate for periodic functions. 
, where R(f ) is the integration error of the midpoint rule. 6. Conclusion. In this article we presented a family of uniformly spaced interpolatory integration rules which use function evaluations in and beyond each integration sub-interval.
These rules are based on polynomial approximations of arbitrary degree, and use only one function evaluation inside each integration sub-interval. The price paid for higher degree interpolations is one extra function evaluation outside the integration interval per degree increased. This allows the rules to be expressed as the midpoint rule with an additional correction term. This term depends on the evaluation of the integrand on a small fixed number of points close to the integration boundaries, regardless of the total number of function evaluations used by the associated midpoint rule. This correction term may also be used for quickly estimating, a priori, the total number of function evaluations needed to comply with a global precision criterion.
This family of rules show a smaller error constant for the Peano's error formula than the corresponding constant for Newton-Cotes rules beginning from a relatively small number of function evaluations for practical applications.
As an alternative to the third order rule, we propose a modified rule that uses the function values at the interval's extrema instead of points outside the integration interval, while preserving the characteristic of "midpoint rule with added correction term". Since this alternative rule only needs function evaluations inside the integration interval, it rule covers more practical applications. In the numerical results, this modified rule had smaller errors than the widely used Simpson's rule, but slightly higher errors than the originally proposed third order rule. This modification can be easily extended to higher order rules.
The numerical results obtained were very satisfactory and consistent with the theoretical analysis, thus encouraging the adoption of these rules for the evaluation of integrals in practical problems. 
